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Abstract 
Heath, P.R. and C. You, Nielsen-type numbers for periodic points II, Topology and its Applications 
43 (1992) 219-236. 
This paper continues [4], and discusses the Nielsen-type number N@,,(f) of periodic points of 
all periods m 1 n of a self-map f of a compact connected ANR. Various lower bounds are given 
for this number, and conditions are given for these lower bounds to be optimal; conditions for 
it to be equal to I,,,,,, NP,,,(f ), where NP,,,( f) is the Nielsen-type number of periodic point classes 
of period exactly m defined in [4,5]; and conditions under which it is equal to N(f “) the ordinary 
Nielsen number off I’. Many illustrative examples are given. 
Keywords: Nielsen numbers, periodic points. 
AMS (MOS) subj. class.: 55M20. 
1. Introduction 
Let f: X + X be a self-map of a compact connected ANR X, and @(f”) the set 
of all x E X such thatf”(x) = x wheref” is the nth iterate ofJ: An element x E @(f”) 
is called a periodic point of period n. If x E @(f”) andf”(x) # x for all m < n, then 
we say that x is a periodic point of least period n. 
In [4] we studied a Nielsen-type number NP,,(f) which is a lower bound for the 
least number of periodic points of least period n (see also [5,2]); the objective of 
this paper is to redefine and study a Nielsen-type number N@,(f) (first defined in 
[5]) which is a lower bound for the number of periodic points of all periods, i.e., 
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for the number M@,(f) = min{# @(g”): g -f} where # denotes “cardinality” and 
= “homotopy”. 
The number N@,(f) is subject to at least two constraints. In [4, Corollary to 
Proposition 2.21 we saw that 
M@,(f) 2 $ NPfn(f), 
accordingly, we require 
(1) 
In [4] we also saw an example where NP,,(f) was very much larger than N(f”), 
the ordinary Nielsen number off [4, Example 2.31. However, as we shall see in 
this paper (Example 3.1), there are cases where M’,,,(f) =O, for all ml n but 
N(f”) # 0. Clearly M@,(f) 2 N(f”), and so Crnln M’,(f) is not in this case an 
optima1 lower bound for M@,(f). In fact, since for every m ) n, @(f”) c @(f”), 
we must have M@,(f) 2 M@,(f) with the consequent 
M@,(f) 2 M@,(f) 2 N(Y). 
We will therefore also require that 
N@,(f) 2 N(Y) 
for all m 1 n. 
(2) 
The definition of N@,(f) given in this paper is, as indicated above, equivalent 
to one given in [5]. Our approach differs from the work in [5] in two ways; firstly 
in our methodology, using the techniques of [3], we work, as in [3,4], only with 
the fundamental group as opposed to the fundamental group plus the covering 
space. By thus eliminating one component of the theory we simplify the subject; 
secondly after having identified certain lower bounds on N@,(f) of the type shown 
in (1) and (2) above ((2) is not found in [5]) we identify conditions under which 
these bounds coincide with N@,(f). It seems appropriate to mention here that 
there is a false procedure given in [5] for finding N@,(f), we expose this error but 
show how it can be circumvented. 
We outline the paper as follows: we begin by giving a review, in Section 2, of 
the material that is needed to follow the arguments in Section 3. In that section we 
motivate and give the definition of N@,(f), and prove some simple properties 
including inequalities of the type found in (1) and (2) above. In Section 4 we make 
some estimation of N@, (f ), in particular we give conditions under which it is equal 
to c,,, NP,(f) and also conditions under which we can relate it to the Nielsen 
numbers N(f”) off for m 1 n. We conclude the section with a theorem which allows 
us to give an example in which we are able to calculate N@,(f) for a self-map of 
a k-torus in which the eigenvalues have nth roots of unity. We close the paper with 
an appendix in which we indicate how by simple “surgery” one can create examples 
of spaces and maps with given Nielsen-type numbers. 
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2. Review 
We begin by reviewing the essential ideas of [4] that are needed in order to follow 
the arguments here. Throughout this paper X will denote a space capable of 
sustaining an index theory (e.g., a compact, path-connected ANR), ,f will denote a 
self-map f: X + X and n a positive integer. Consider the following equivalence 
relation on @(f”): x-y if there exists a path A : I + X connecting x to y and such 
that A is homotopic to f”(h), relative to the endpoints x and y (note that we fail 
to distinguish between a path and its homotopy class). The quotient set @(f”)/-- 
is the set of geometric periodic point classes off “, with elements Fin’, F:“‘, etc. Let 
x,, be a basepoint (not necessarily periodic) and v = r,(X, x,,) then for a path 
w :x,+f(x,), consider the path (path class) n(w):x,-+f”(x,) given by n(w) = 
&J+f(w)+. . . +f”-‘(o), where + denotes either addition of paths or the usual 
addition of path classes in the fundamental groupoid. Define the homomorphism 
f”“:~j~byf”“(cu)=n(w)+f”(a)-n(w),f or every a E r. Note that we write the 
binary operation in VT additively even though r need not be Abelian. Define an 
equivalence relation - on n by (Y - (Y ’ if there exists a p E 7~ such that cy = 
/3 + LY’-~~“‘@). The quotient set of this equivalence relation, denoted by Coker( l- 
f”“), is the set of afgebraicperiodicpoint classes off”; the elements of Coker( 1 -f”“) 
are denoted by [(Y](“). When rr is Abelian (or more generally when f is eventually 
commutative), there is a canonical bijection between Coker( 1 -f”“‘) and the natural 
cokernel of the homomorphism 1 -f”” : rr + x. 
The set of the geometric periodic point classes off” can be regarded as a subset 
of Coker(1 -f”“) via an injection 
p: @W)l--+ Coker( 1 -f .,) 
(see [4, Proposition 1.141) and in this sense we can define an index for the algebraic 
periodic point classes off”: the index of an element [a]‘“’ E Coker( 1 -f”“) is the 
index, i(f; F’“‘) of F’“’ (as defined in [I, p. 871) if [a]“” = p(F’“‘) for some F’“), 
or is 0, otherwise. The elements [a] (n) E Coker( 1 -f”“) with nonzero index are said 
to be essential (otherwise, they are called inessential). The homomorphismf” : T + VT 
induces an index-preserving function [f”] : Coker( 1 -f”“) + Coker( 1 -f”“) with the 
property that ([f”])” is the identity; this allows us to partition Coker( 1 -f”“) into 
orbits, under the action of [f”]; the orbit of [my] is denoted by ([a]‘“‘). We refer 
to these orbits as algebraic orbits of [f”] in Coker(1 -f”“), or simply as algebraic 
orbits. This is to distinguish them from the geometric orbits (F’“‘) offin @(f”)/-. 
For the algebraic orbits we will usually use Greek letters (Y, p, etc., but we will also 
occasionally use symbols such as p(F’“‘), i.e., images under p of geometric classes. 
The number of elements in an algebraic orbit will be denoted by I= f(([a](“‘)). 
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Since [f”] is index preserving we can speak of the algebraic orbits being essential 
or inessential. If ([a](“)) is an algebraic orbit and x E F’“’ is such that ([p(F’“‘)]“) = 
([a]‘“‘), then we abuse notation and say that ([o](“)) contains x. Recall from [4, 
Lemma 1.81 that, for every m ) n, there is a function 
[knl = [ nTp] : Coker( 1 -f”“) + Coker( 1 -f”“) 
which commutes with [f”]. We say that an algebraic orbit ([a]‘“‘) E Coker(1 -f”“) 
is reducible to m, with m 1 n, if there exists a ([PI’“‘) E Coker( 1 -f”“) such that 
[L,,,~](([P](“‘))) = ([a]‘“‘) [4, Definition 1.91 (in this situation, we also say that ([(u]‘“‘) 
reduces to ([p]‘“‘)). The smallest positive integer 
d = d (([ a]‘“‘)) 
to which ([a]‘“‘) is reducible is its depth. In particular d(([O]‘“‘)) = 1 for all n. If 
([a]““) is not reducible to any m 1 n with m # n, that element is said to be irreducible. 
This algebra reflects much of what is happening at the geometric level (see [4, 
Section l] for more details). 
We remind the reader that all of the concepts recalled above are independent of 
the choice of basepoint x0, and of the path w : xo+f(xo). The proof of this can be 
found in the Appendix of [4]. 
The following proposition which combines [4, 1.3 and Corollary 2 of Proposition 
1.141 is crucial to the understanding of our theory. 
Proposition 2.1. Each essential algebraic orbit ([ CX]‘~‘) of Coker( 1 -f “““) contains at 
least d (([ a]‘““)) periodic points. 
We illustrate this with an example from [4] that we will need later. 
Example 2.2 [4, 2.31. Let f: RP3+RP3 be induced by the map f: S3+ S3 given by * 
f(u e 
i+, u eiH) = (u e3iQ, 
~1 e3iH). Then r = Z2, f w = 1, for any choice of w so Coker( l- 
f”“) = Z2 for all m, each algebraic orbit ([ (~1’“‘) consists of the single class {[(u]‘“‘}, 
and [~,,,,~l is multiplication by n/m. Now every algebraic periodic point class is 
essential, and if n = 2’ for some r, then ([ 11’“‘) is irreducible showing that ([l]‘“‘) 
contains at least n periodic points. 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.1 we conclude that each essential and irreduc- 
ible algebraic orbit of Coker( 1 -f “,) contains at least n periodic points. Example 
2.2 shows that this number can greatly exceed the number of algebraic classes in 
the orbit. We thus defined the Nielsen-type number NP, (f) to be n times the number 
of irreducible essential algebraic orbits of the algebraic fixed point classes off ‘. In 
particular, if Pn(f) = @(f “)\U,<, @(f”‘) and MP,(f)=min{#P,,(g): g=f}, we 
showed that NP,,(f) is a lower bound for MP,,(f) [4,2.2] and C,,i, NP,(f) is a 
lower bound for M@,(f) [4, Corollary to 2.21. 
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3. A Nielsen-type number for periodic points 
In order to motivate the definition of N@,(f), we begin this section by dismissing 
some inadequate candidates for this number. This will also provide us with examples 
later. Of course, the ordinary Nielsen number N(f”) (see for example [l]) off” is 
a lower bound for M@,(f), but it may be a poor one. For example, take f: S’ + S’ 
defined by f(x, y) = (x, -y); then N(f2) = 0 but N(f) = 2 is a better estimate: as 
we saw in the introduction M@,(f) 2 N(f”‘) f or every m 1 n. If however we simply 
add the Nielsen numbers N(f”), for all m 1 n, we might obtain a number which is 
too big. As an example of this, define f: S’ + S’ by f(x, y) = (l,O); then N(f’) + 
N(f2) = 2> #@(f’) = 1. The sum of the Nielsen numbers is not a lower bound 
because it fails to take into account the fact that points of period m are also points 
of period n, for rn 1 n. 
A more serious candidate for N@,(f) is the sum C,,, NP,,,(f), but we will see 
next that it too need not be optimal. 
Example 3.1. Let g : S’+ S3 be a map of degree 2, x,, be a fixed point of g, and 
X = S2 v S3, with S* n S’ = {x0}; letf: X + X be a map whose restriction to S2 x {x0} 
is the identity map and whose restriction to {x0} x S’ is g. Then, the Lefschetz number 
W-“) of f” is 2-2” so L(f)=0 and, for every m> 1, L(f”) #O; now since rr 
and hence Coker(1 -f”“) = 0 for all m, N(f) = 0 [5, Chapter 1, Theorem 4.11 and, 
for every m > 1, N(f”) = 1. Consider the case n = 6, then the unique algebraic orbits 
([O]‘*‘), ([O]“‘) and ([O]‘h’) with periods 2, 3 and 6 respectively, are essential but all 
reduce to the inessential algebraic orbit ([O]“‘); thus Crnih NP,,,(f) = 0 while N(f”) = 
1 showing that in this case the latter number is a better estimate for M@,(f). 
Example 2.2 allows us to show that the number Max,,.( N(f”)), need not be an 
optimal lower bound for N@,(f). 
Example 3.2. Taking X and f as in Example 2.2 and recalling that every algebraic 
periodic point class is essential then NP,(S) = 2 and, observing that the algebraic 
orbits ([O]“‘) and ([l]“‘) are irreducible, then NP,(f) = 2 so Cm12 NJ’,,,(f) = 4 which 
is greater than N(f”) = 2 for any m. In fact for m = 2’, NP,,,(f) = m (see [4,2.3]) 
and so for n = 2’, I,,,, NP,,,(f) = I,,,, m = 2’+‘. 
Our next and final inadequate candidate for N@,(f) is the number 
In the Appendix we will indicate how, by simple “surgery”, it is possible to 
change the index of a fixed point class without changing the fundamental group v 
or the induced homomorphism f” on T. Thus the algebra of the algebraic orbit sets 
will also be unchanged. In particular we will exhibit the following modification of 
Example 3.2. 
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Lemma 3.3. There is a space X with T = Zz, a self-map g of X, and a path w : x,,+ g(x,) 
in which g” : rr + rr is the identity, so that Coker( l-g”) = Coker( 1 -g*“) = Z2, and 
[L,,*] is multiplication by 2, and in which the algebraic orbits ([O]“‘) and ([l]“‘) are 
inessential while ([O]‘*‘) and ([ 11c2’) are essential. 
Proof. See Appendix. 0 
Example 3.4. For g and X as in Lemma 3.3 we calculate C,,+ NP,(g) as follows: 
there are no essential algebraic orbits with period 1, and there is just one irreducible 
essential algebraic orbit ([ 11c2’) with period 2, so Cm12 NP,,,(g) = 2. Now N(g) = 0 
while N(g2) = 2 and so Max(C,,,, NP,(g), N(g”‘),,l*) = 2. On the other hand the 
irreducible essential algebraic orbit ([l]‘*‘) contains at least two periodic points by 
Proposition 2.1, while the reducible essential algebraic orbit ([O]‘*‘) has at least one 
period-2 point by the same proposition. Thus, using our theory we are able to detect 
at least three period-2 points showing that Max(Cmi2 NP,(g), N(gm),,12) is not an 
optimal lower bound for M@,(g). 
We need then a Nielsen-type number N@,,(f) which will incorporate all of the 
above considerations. It is towards such a definition that we now move. 
Definition 3.5. Let S = {([(W](“‘,‘)i: i E I} be a finite union of finite sets of algebraic 
orbits of [f”] in Coker( 1 -f”g”) for mi 1 n. The height h(S) of S is defined to be 
Cit, d(([al’“~‘)i). 
We shall call a set S of orbits as in the above definition, a finite set of algebraic 
orbits. Note that if S consists of a single algebraic orbit ([a]‘“‘), then h(S) = 
d(([cy]‘“‘)). Let IEO,(f) or simply IEO, denote the set of all irreducible, essential 
algebraic orbits in Coker(1 -f”“), then we can redefine NJ’,,(f) (see Section 2) as 
follows: 
JVP,(f) = h(IE0,). 
We will want to minimize the height of a set of algebraic orbits with a certain 
property. The following lemma helps us to compare the heights of different sets of 
algebraic orbits. 
Lemma 3.6. Let S and S’ be two finite sets of algebraic orbits and 4 : S + S’ be an 
injection with the property: any ([Q]‘~‘) E S IS reducible to +(([a]‘“‘)). Then h(S) < 
h(S). 
Proof. We just observe that if ([(Y]‘“‘) reduces to ([/3]‘4’), then d(([/3]‘9’))~ 
d(([al’“‘)h 0 
Clearly if SE S’, then h(S) < h(S’). 
Definition 3.7. A finite set of algebraic orbits S = (([a]‘“~‘)i: i E I} is said to be a set 
of n-representatives if every essential algebraic orbit (@I’“‘) with m ( n, is reducible 
to some ([ CZ]‘“~‘)~ E S. 
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Note that we do not insist that the ([cr]‘m~‘)i above are essential. 
Example 3.8. Take X and f as in Example 3.1; in this case, S={([O]‘*‘), ([O]‘3’)} 
and S’={([O]“‘)} are sets of 6-representatives with h(S) =2 and h(S’) = 1. 
Example 3.4, the sets S = {([l]“‘), ([O]“‘)} and S’= {([l]‘*‘), ([l]“‘)} are sets 
2-representatives both of height 3. 
Proposition 3.9. The set U,,l,, IEO, is a subset of any set of n-representatives. 
particular, for any set S of n-representatives 
In 
of 
In 
Proof. Let S be a set of n-representatives, and ([a]““‘)~ lJmln IEO, be given. 
Since ([alcm’) is essential, there exists an algebraic orbit ([PI”‘) E S such that 
[~,,,lNPl”‘>) =b#“‘>. But bl(“‘) is irreducible, so ([a]‘“‘) = ([p]“‘), i.e., 
([(.u]‘“‘) E S. The rest of the proposition follows from the observations made 
above. 0 
The next example shows that l-l,,,,, IEO, may or may not be a set of n-repre- 
sentatives. 
Example 3.10. Consider the function f: S’+ S’, f(e”) = e3iB, elucidated in [4, 1.81. 
Recall that f” : r,( S’) + n,( S’) is multiplication by 3 and so [f”] : Coker( 1 -f”“) += 
Coker( 1 -f”“) is also multiplication by 3. Now Coker( 1 -f”) = Z2, Coker( 1 -f*“) = 
Z, and [L,,*] is multiplication by 1 + 3. Note that all classes are essential so in this case 
IEOr u IEO2 = {([Ol”‘), WI”‘), (Ul’*‘), Wl’2’), ([51c2’)) 
which is a set of 2-representatives. By contrast the set Urni IEO, in Example 3.1 
is the empty set, and so it cannot be a set of 6-representatives. 
We are now ready to define N@,(f ). The definition we give is equivalent to 
Jiang’s definition 4.8, in Chapter III of [5]. 
Definition 3.11. N@,(f) = min{ h (S): S = set of n-representatives}. 
Note that for the map f in the first part of Example 3.10 we have that NQ2( f) = 8 = 
MQ2(f ), whereas for the map f of Example 3.1 we have NQ6(f) = 1. In Example 
3.4, NQ2( f) = 3. 
The reader will no doubt have noticed that in defining N@,(f) we have made a 
choice (i) of a basepoint x0, and (ii) of a path w :xO+f(x,). The techniques of 
[3,4], however can be used to show that the definition is in fact independent of the 
choices made. This exercise will be left to the reader. 
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We can use Example 3.1 to show that a procedure outlined in [5, p. 691 for 
calculating N@,(f) is incorrect. The procedure is to take the height of the set T of 
all algebraic orbits ([a](m)) with m n in which every ([cI](~)) is essential and is not 1 
reducible to other essential algebraic orbits. Such a T is clearly a set of n-representa- 
tives, but it may be too big. In Example 3.1 the set T = {([O]“‘), ([O]“‘)} so h(T) = 2, 
but, as we saw above NQ6(f) = 1. 
Jiang’s procedure can be shown to be correct however for cases where n =pr for 
p a prime, and I a positive integer. 
Because the procedure outlined above is incorrect, parts (ii) and (iv) of the 
following proposition, which appear as a proposition in [5, p. 691, are not as simple 
as are made to appear there. Part (i) is part of [S, 4.91 while part (iii) of our 
proposition is new. 
Proposition 3.12. The following statements hold true: 
(i) N@,(f) is a homotopy invariant; 
(ii) #~(f")~M~,(f)~N~,(f)~Cm,n NP,(f); 
(iii) N@,,(f)& N(f”) for every m/n; 
(iv) N@,,(f)> N@,(f”lm) for every min. 
From Example 3.1 we see that the inequality in (iii) and the last inequality in (ii) 
may be strict. To see that the inequality in (iv) may be strict consider the map 
f: S’ + S’ given by f (x, y) = ( x, -y), then NQ4(f) = 2 while N@(f ‘) = 0. 
Proof. Part (i) follows the same lines as [4,2.2(ii)]. 
(ii) The first inequality follows from the definitions. For the second we begin by 
partitioning the set @(f “) as follows: two elements x and y of Q(f”) belong to the 
same element of the partition if and only if there is a nonnegative integer q such 
that x = f “(y). We denote the elements of this partition by Q”, Rq, . . . , where Q”, 
for example, can be written as 
0" ={x,f(x),... ,f”-‘(x)1 
for each x E Q”, and where m is the smallest positive integer such that f”(x) = x. 
(The elements of this partition should not be confused with the orbits of the Nielsen 
classes @(f “)/ - ofj) Clearly #Q” = m; moreover, each Q” determines a geometric 
orbit (F’“‘) off of period m in @(f”)/- and hence (via p), an algebraic orbit 
([p(F’“‘)]‘“‘) of [f “‘I of period m in Coker( 1 -f”“). Now let S be the set of all 
algebraic orbits determined in the above way; then since by [4, Corollary 2 to 
Proposition I.141 d((Fck’)) 3 d((p(Fck’))) we see that 
#@(f”)=C m 32 d((F’“‘))~C d(([a]‘“‘)) = h(S) 
(where in each case the sum is taken over the set of algebraic orbits ([(Y]‘“‘) E S). 
We need only show that S is a set of n-representatives. Let ([(u]‘~)) be an essential 
algebraic orbit where p 1 n, and let XE @(f”) be such that if XE F”‘, then 
([p(F’P’)]‘P’) = ([(Y](P)). 
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Now XE Q” for some Q”; moreover, m lp by the division algorithm and so, 
by the commutativity of the second diagram in [4, 1.141, i.e., ([a]‘“‘) is reducible 
to the element ([p(F’“‘)]‘“‘) of S. 
(iii) We need only show that, for every set of n-representatives S, h(S) 2 N(f”‘) 
for m 1 n. Let EO, be the set of the essential algebraic orbits of [f”] in Coker( 1 -f”“). 
Then, 
h(EO,)= C d(([~l’“‘)) 
([c(]““))FEO,,, 
3 c ~(([~I’“‘)) =NW? 
([u](““)tEO I>> 
(the inequality follows from [4, 1.131 and the last equality from the definitions). 
Now, for an arbitrary set of n-representatives S, define a function 4: EO, + S by 
+(([Q]‘~‘)) = ([/3]‘k’), where ([a]‘“‘) is reducible to [p]‘“‘~ S. Then 4 is injective 
and so h(S) 2 h(E0,) by Lemma 3.6. 
(iv) We take the rest of this section to complete the proof of Proposition 3.12. 
Let mln, q = n/m, and g=f”. Observe first that since @(g”‘)G @(f”“) then 
M@,(fq) G M@,(f) showing the appropriateness of our considerations. Consider 
thepathq(o)=w+f(w)+. . . +fYp’(~) :x0+ g(xJ, then by the definitions involved 
we have, for any LY E rr, 
and so f qw = g 4(w). More generally it can be shown thatf”” = gmqcw) and so Coker( l- 
f”“) = Coker( I- gmqcw)). If LY E n, then the class of (Y in Coker(1 -f”“) has period 
n when taken with respect to f but the same class has period m when taken with 
respect to g. In order to avoid unnecessary confusion, for the rest of this section 
we suppress the “period indicators” in what follows, and write elements of Coker( l- 
f”“) as [a], [p], etc. Nowf and g induce different self-functions of Coker(1 -f”“), 
and so the algebraic orbits of an element [cz] with respect to f may be different 
from the algebraic orbit of [a] with respect to g. For this reason we attach either f 
or g to the notation to distinguish between algebraic orbits (or depth or length etc.) 
that are taken with reference to f respectively g. Thus for example we consider for 
an element (Y E r, algebraic orbits ([LY]),~ and ([a]), of Coker( 1 -f”“). Now 
~~~l~r=~~~l,f”~~~I~,f2”~~~I~, . . . ,f4”([ I), . . . J+““‘(bl)~ 
where I= If = I/([a]) is the length of the ‘f” orbit of [LY] (it should be clear that 
Zg(([aQg) s 1,(([(~])f). It follows that the ‘f” orbit ([a])/ can be regarded as a union 
of “g” orbits of the form of ([pi]), where each [pi] =f’w([a]) for somej, and where 
i ranges from 1 to r where r = r([a]) is the number of such algebraic orbits. 
Lemma 3.13. Under the above notation we have 
6) r = (I,, 9L 
(4 C:=, dg(([Pih,)~ 4(([~Df). 
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Proof. (i) Since g ““‘“‘([Pi]) =fky”([Pi]) for any class [pi] we have that gk”‘“‘([Pi]) = 
[p,] if and only if rf divides kq. Th is in turn is equivalent to I,/( I,, q) dividing k. 
Thus we are saying that Z,(([p,]),) = !,/(1,, q), and so r = (I,., q). 
(ii) We need only show that for any i, dg(([pi]),) s d//r. NOW let [pi] in ([pi]), 
in ([cr])j- in Coker( 1 -f ",) be given, in particular [p,] E Coker(1 -f""). Then there 
is a [x] E Coker( 1 -f dw) (where d = @/-) with ~.fd,_ ([?,I) = [pi] (since mq = n). Now 
both d and q divide n so [d, q] divides n. Let [d, q] = tq then L.{q,,q(L/&.,,([yi])) = 
L;,_([ ~1) = [pi]. Further since, by the definitions involved, L{~,,~ = 6trn then 
Note that the proof of Lemma 3.13(i) implies that when an algebraic orbit ([a]), 
is divided up into g orbits, each of these g orbits has the same length I,/r. 
Proof of Proposition 3.12 (continued). We are now ready to complete the proof of 
Proposition 3.12. Let S be a set of n-representatives for f with hf(S) = N@,(f). Let 
([a])r E S with [cr] E Coker(1 -fk"), define c5(([(~]),~) = ‘{,[k,yI(([a])f) which is an f 
orbit with period [k, q]. Consider the set 4(S) = {+(([(Y]),,): ([a]), E S}. Since 
&(([a])f) reduces to ([cz])~ we have 
h/(4(S)) =G C dAdd([~I),)) 
([~l)fts 
s C df(([~l)/.) = h-‘(S) = JWt(f 1. 
([al),tS 
Now split the f orbits of 4(S) into g orbits, and let Tg be the set of all such split 
orbits. Then by Lemma 3.13(ii) we have 
It remains to show that T” is a set of m-representatives for g. Let ([PI), be an 
essential g orbit with “g” period k with kl WI, then the f orbit ([PI), of the class of 
[j3] is essential ([f"] is index preserving). Since kq 1 mq = n, and S is a set of 
n-representatives off; then there is an f orbit ([Y])~ of S to which ([p])f is “f" 
reducible. Assume that ([Y])~ is off period u and set ([S]lj = [~.‘u,~~,~,](([r])~), then 
([~Nf E 4(S), and ([Pl)f is “f" reducible to ([a]),. Now [u, q] = tq for some t, and 
it follows, as above, that ‘[y,my = L&,, and so ([PI), must be g reducible to some 
([&I), which is contained in ([S]),, and so is an orbit of T’. 0 
4. Estimating ND&) 
In this section we discuss the various conditions under which N@,(f > coincides 
with the lower bounds C,,, AT,,,(f), and N@,(f)=N(f"'), for min. 
We use the following definition in the proof of Theorem 4.2 below. 
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Definition 4.1. A root of an algebraic periodic point class [cr](“) 
algebraic periodic point class [/3]‘“’ to which [(Y]‘“’ reduces; it 
Lemma 1.21 that one can talk about a root of an algebraic orbit. 
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is an irreducible 
follows from [4, 
A periodic point class may have more than one root, for example definef: S’ + S’ 
byf(x, y) = (x, -y), then Coker( 1 -f”‘) = {[O]“‘, [l]“‘}, Coker( 1 -f2”) = {[O]‘*‘} and 
b1,21uol(19 = [~,,21w’~) = [W2’v showing that the algebraic class [O]‘2’ has two 
roots. 
Theorem 4.2. Zf for a fixed n, and every m 1 n, every essential algebraic orbit ([ a](“‘)) 
of [f”] in Coker( 1 -f "',) reduces only to essential algebraic orbits, then 
Proof. According to the definitions and Proposition 3.12(ii) it is enough to prove 
that U,,,,, IEO, is a set of n-representatives. Let ([PI”“‘) with m 1 n be an essential 
algebraic orbit and let ([Y]‘~‘) be a root. Then by hypothesis the algebraic orbit 
([r]‘“‘) is essential and irreducible, and so it belongs to Urnin IEO,. 0 
Remark 4.3. Example 3.1 shows that we cannot rescind the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4.2. 
Recall that the Jiang subgroup J(f) of a self-map is the subgroup of v consisting 
of those elements (Y E r such that there is a self-homotopy H off with the property 
that H(x,, _) = (Y. The next corollary uses a Lefschetz number condition to satisfy 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2. 
Corollary 4.4. Suppose that J(f) = rr,(X, x0) and thatf satisjes the condition that if 
m 1 n and L(f”) # 0, then for every k / m, L(fk) # 0. Then 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that essential algebraic orbits off” reduce only to 
essential algebraic orbits. 0 
Example 4.5. Given f: [wP3+ RP3 as in Example 2.2 (see [4] for further details) 
then for m = 2’, NP,(f) = m so if n = 2’, then 
N@,(f) = X+ NP,(f) = $n m = 2’+‘. 
If we apply the MGbius inversion formula to Theorem 4.2 we obtain the following 
corollary. We will show later Corollary (4.11) that it is a generalization of [4, 
Theorem 3.21. 
Corollary 4.6. Let n bejixed and suppose for every m 1 n, that every essential algebraic 
orbit ([cr]‘“‘) of [f “1 in Coker( 1 -f “‘,) reduces only to essential algebraic orbits. Let 
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P(n)={p,,.. . , pk} be the set of all primes dividing n. Then 
NP,(f)= c (-l)“‘N@,:,(f) 
TCP(FT) 
where n : 7 = n(flp,, p))‘. 
We turn now to conditions under which we can relate N@,(f) to N(f “) where 
m 1 n. We discuss first conditions under which N@,(f) = N(f”). Among other 
things this will allow us to see that Corollary 4.6 is indeed a generalization of 14, 
Theorem 3.71. 
Recall from [4] that a map f: X + X is n-torul if (i) for every m 1 n and every 
[a](m) E Coker( 1 -f “‘“), d (([ a]‘“‘)) = I(([ a]‘“‘)) and (ii) for every m 1 n, [L,,,] is 
injective. Thus, for example, f is n-toral if rr is Abelian and the kernel of the 
homomorphism 1 -f” : n-+ n- is trivial (see [4,3.5] for details of this and other 
examples). 
It is clear from the definitions that for n-toral maps the height h(S) of a set S of 
algebraic orbits is the sum C l(([a](“‘)). The following definition will be useful in 
our discussion. We say that an algebraic fixed point class of Coker( 1 -f”“) is 
pseudo-essential if it reduces to an essential fixed point class of Coker( 1 -f ““), for 
some m 1 n. Let NE,,(f) denote the number of all pseudo-essential classes of 
Coker( 1 -f “,). Clearly an essential class is pseudo-essential and so 
N(f”)GNE,(f)sR(f”), 
where R(f “) is the Riedemeister number of f “, that is the cardinality of the set 
Coker( 1 -f “,). We will discuss conditions under which NE,,(f) = N@,(f) and 
conditions under which NE,,(f) = N( f “). N ow the techniques of [3,4] allow us to 
show that NE,,(f) is a homotopy invariant. 
Recall that f: X + X is eventually commutative if f kw( r) is Abelian for some k. 
Among other things, the next result proves that NE,,(f) is a lower bound for N@, (f ). 
Proposition 4.7. NE,(f) 6 N@,( f ), and if f is n-toral and eventually commutative, 
then NE,(f) = N@,(f ). In particular under these conditions 
N(f”)~N@,(f)~R(f”). 
The proof is given below. Without some hypothesis on f in the above proposition 
the equality given in the first part might not hold. 
Example 4.8. Let f: S’+ S’ be given by f(x, y) = (x, -y). 
Then [O]“’ is pseudo-essential but not essential. Hence, NE,(f) = 1 but 
N@*(f) =2. 
We need the following lemma in order to prove Proposition 4.7. 
Proposition 4.9. Zf f is n-toral and eventually commutative, then every [o]‘“’ E 
Coker( 1 -f “‘,) with m 1 n has a unique root. Similarly, under these conditions, the root 
of an algebraic orbit is unique. 
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Proof. Suppose that [p]‘“’ and [r]“’ are roots of [(.u]‘“‘, thus [Lk,H]([P](k)) = 
[L,~]([Y](‘))=[~](“‘. Then by [4, 1.191 [a]‘“’ is reducible to say, [6]“‘, where 
r- (k, r). But [L~,~I = [~,,,I[~,,,1 by [4, Lemma 1.81 and so, [~,,~l([~,~l([Sl’~‘)) = 
[a](” = [ L,,~]([ ~1”‘) implying that [ y]“’ = [ L~,,]([ S]‘r’) because [ L,,~] is injective. This 
is absurd, since [ y](” is irreducible. 0 
Remark. We do not need condition (i) in the definition of n-toral in order to prove 
Proposition 4.9. 
Proof of Proposition 4.7. It is clear from Corollary 1 to [4, Proposition 1.41 and 
also from the proof of 1.12 of that reference that the property of being pseudo- 
essential (or not) is a property of algebraic orbits. Let E denote the set of all 
pseudo-essential algebraic orbits of [f”] in Coker( 1 -f”“), then 
h(E)= c d(([Ql(“))) 3 c Q([~l’“‘)) = J%(f) 
([a](“‘)EE ([a]‘“))tE 
where d Z= I by [4, Lemma 1.131. Let S be an arbitrary set of n-representatives, 
define 4 : E + S as follows: Let ([a]“) E E then by definition ([a]“) is reducible to 
([PI’) where ([PI’) is essential. Since S is a set of n-representatives then ([PI’) is 
reducible to ([-y]‘) for some chosen ([ ~1’) E S. Thus ([a]“) is reducible to ([ 71’) E S. 
Defining +(([a]“)) to be ([r]‘), and observing that $J is injective we conclude from 
Lemma 3.6 that h(E) s h(S). It follows that NE,(f) G N@,(f). 
To complete the proof we must show that when f is n-toral and eventually 
commutative that N@,(f) s NE,,(f). Now let EO denote the set of roots of elements 
of E, and note that since f is n-toral, h(E,) = h(E) using Proposition 4.9. It is 
therefore sufficient to prove that E, is a set of n-representatives. Let ([my]““‘) be an 
essential algebraic orbit with m 1 n, and let ([PI”) be its unique root. Then by 
Proposition 4.9 ([PI”) is the unique root of the pseudo-essential algebraic orbit 
[L_](([(Y]“)) and so ([p]“)~ E,, as required. q 
Note that in the example preceding Theorem 4.2 we have h( E,) = 2 while h(E) = 1 
showing that the equality in Proposition 4.7 need not be valid if f is not n-toral. 
Corollary 4.10. Suppose that f is n-toral eventually commutative and that every 
pseudo-essential jixed point class off * is essential, then N@,(f) = N( f “). 
Proof. Under the conditions of the corollary, NE,(f) = N( f “) by definition, and 
NE,,(f)= N@,(f) by Proposition 4.7. 0 
Corollary 4.11. If f is n-toral and eventually commutative, and if N( f”) = R(f”), 
then N@,(f) = N(f”). In particular, the conclusion is true if f is n-toral, J(f) = 
T, (X, x0) and L( f “) # 0. 
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Proof. Follows immediately from Corollary 4.10 and the inequalities resulting from 
the definition of NE,,(f). 0 
From Corollary 4.11 we see that Corollary 4.6 is indeed a generalization of [4,3.7]. 
Corollary 4.12. Let f be a self-map of the k-torus Tk; if L(f “) # 0, then N@,(f) = 
N(f “) = L(f “). 
The same conditions of Corollary 4.11 allow us to show that the lower bound of 
Proposition 3.12(iii) may also be attained. More precisely 
Corollary 4.13. If f is n-toral, J(f) = z-~(X, x0) and L(f”) # 0, then for any m 1 n 
N@,(f) = N@,(f”““). 
Proof. Under these conditions, both N@,(f) and N@,( f “““) are equal to 
N(f”). 0 
We consider next conditions under which N@,(f) is related to N( f “) for m < n. 
In particular we will want to consider self-maps of the torus as in Corollary 4.12 
but when L(f “) = 0. 
Let S be a finite set of algebraic orbits off: X + X; define a relation - on S by 
([a]‘“‘) - ([p]‘“‘) if they have a common root. 
Proposition 4.14. If a set of algebraic orbits S has top period n and if f: X + X is 
n-toral and eventually commutative, then - is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. Reflexivity and symmetry are trivially proved. As for transitivity, suppose 
that ([S]‘r’) is a common root of ([cz]‘~‘) and ([p]‘“‘) and that ([E]“‘) is a common 
root of ([PI’“‘) and ([r]‘k’); then by Proposition 4.9 ([S]‘r’)=([s]‘4’) and so, 
([(-u]‘“‘) - ([r]‘“‘) as required. 0 
Definition 4.15. The equivalence classes of S in the previous proposition are called 
n-trees. An n-tree w has m-fruit if there is an algebraic orbit ([(u]‘“‘) of [f”] in 
Coker( 1 -f “‘,) which belongs to the tree w. 
For a given f: X + X and a fixed natural number n, define M(f, n) to be the set 
of positive integers m such that m 1 n, L( f “) # 0 but for any k # m and m/kin, 
L(fk) =o. 
Example 4.16. View the torus T2 as the quotient R2/Z2 and consider the linear 
transformation A of Iw* into itself given by the matrix 
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This induces a mapf: T2 -+ T2. Notice that the characteristic values of A are A, = ein’3 
andA,=e 2i?i’3 and the characteristic values of A” are A y, A i . Thus, if n = 2p x 34 x k, 
with k odd and not a multiple of 3, then 61 n, L(f”) = 0 and M(f; n) = {2pk, 3qk}. 
Let M be the set of all nonempty subsets of M(f, n). For every p E M, let l(p) 
be the greatest common divisor of all elements of /.L. 
Theorem 4.17. Let n be given and let f: X + X be m-toral for every m E M(f; n), and 
such that J(f) = rl(X, x,). Moreover, assume that f also satisjes the condition: 
whenever L(f”) # 0 for a m 1 n, then L(fk) # 0 for every k 1 m. Then, 
N@,(f) =,+F M (-l)+‘N(fy. 
c 
IfM(f,n)=n,then N@,(f)=N(f”), and Theorem 4.17 is special case of Corol- 
lary 4.12. A simple example of Theorem 4.17 is given by considering a map 
f: T24+ T24 of the 24-torus which is represented by a matrix with characteristic 
equation h24+ 1 = 0. In this case N@& f) = N( f'") = 224 (the last equality by 
[4, 3.91). 
Proof. Consider the set 
Tl = {([cx](“‘)) c Coker( 1 -f mw): m 1 n, ([a](“‘)) = essential}. 
By hypothesis, each ([a](“‘)) has a unique root which is essential. Notice that IEO, 
contains the root of every tree of T,. 
Let fl be the set of all trees in T,. Then there is a bijection from 0 to IEO, 
which takes each tree into its unique root. Let w be a tree in 0 with root [ylcd); 
then w has m-fruit iff d 1 m and L( f “) # 0. Let 0, be the subset of 0 consisting of 
all trees which possess m-fruit; it is clear that #&, = N(f”), for every m ) n. Now 
for each w E 0 we can find an integer m such that w E a,,, and thus, 0 = UrneM 0,. 
This implies that 
#n= 1 (-l)#c”_’ n n, . 
V)#M ( ) WICM 
We need only to show that #(n,,M a,,,) = N(fCCp’) that is to say, nm=M 0, = 
n 5(P). But 4G)lm so Gr) c 0, for any m E p and thus, nmtM a,,, c n,,,,. Let 
w E r)&, fl, have a unique root [r] (d). Then d I m for every m E p and so d 1 t(p); 
hence, w E ~2~~~) and we are done. 0 
The reader is invited to give a combinatorial proof of Theorem 4.17. 
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Appendix 
We refer the reader to Section 2 for the notation used here. 
Lemma A.l. Let X =X, v X, where X’ n X2 = {x,,}, and X, and X, are compact 
connected ANRs, and letf: X + X be a map such that the restrictionA := f) Xi : Xi + Xi, 
in particular X~E @(f ). If F$” represents the Nielsen class of x0 in Xi, i = 1,2, then 
F(‘)u I;(‘) is a single Nielsen class of f in X and i(f, F’,“u F$“) = 
i(>,, F\“)+i(fz, I;:“)-1. 
Proof. It is clear that L(f) = L( f’) + L( f2) - 1, and by normalization and additivity 
that 
L(A)=i(x,@(J;)-Fj”)+i(f;,Fj”) for i-l,2 
and 
L(f)=i(f;@(f)-{F~“uF:“})+i(f,F~“uF~’)). 
Now Q(f) - Fi” u F$l’ = (@(f,) - F\“) u (@( fJ - F:' ‘), so by the additivity and 
localization properties of index we have 
i(J; F(1” u F$“) 
=L(f)-i(f, G(f)-F(,“uFy’) 
=L(f) - i(J @(f,) -F\“) - i(f; @(fJ -F:“) 
=L(f,)+L(fk-i(f, @(fl)-F’i”)-i(J; @(fJ-Fb”) 
=i(f,, F’,“)+i(f,, F$“)-1 
as required. 0 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. As mentioned in Section 3 our proof consists of modifying 
Example 2.2 as follows: Let f :[wP3 +IwP3 be as in that example then since RP3 is 
a Jiang space, and L(f “) = l-9”, then i([O]‘) = i([l]‘) = L(f )/2 = -4. Let x0 and 
x, be fixed points in the essential Nielsen classes Fp’ and F’,” representing [0]’ 
and [ 11’ respectively, and let h : S* + S2 be a map of degree 4, and x2 be an element 
of the single Nielsen class F, (‘I of h on S*. Then since L(h) = 1+4 = 5, i(h, F:“) = 5. 
Now attach S2 to IWP’ by identifying x2 and x,,. By the lemma i(h vf, F,u F2) = 0. 
Notice that since .ir,(S*) = 0 we have not altered the algebra of the orbit sets nor 
the homomorphisms between them, but now the index of [0]’ is 0. Similarly we can 
attach another copy of S2 this time at x, and deduce that the Nielsen class associated 
with [l]’ has index zero as required. 
So the space X has two 2-spheres attached by fixed points as shown in Fig. 1. 
The map g of Lemma 3.3 is the f of Example 2.2 on RP’ and h on each copy of 
S’. Now clearly L(g) = 0 and L(g*) = l -9’+4* +4* = -48, so if Fr’ and F:*’ rep- 
resent the Nielsen classes of g2 represented by the algebraic orbits ([O]‘2’) and ([l]‘) 
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RP3 
Fig. 1 
respectively, we must have, by the normalization property of index, that i(g, Fy’) + 
i(g, Fi2’) = -48. To complete the lemma we must determine that neither i(g, Fr’) 
nor i(g, Fy’) is zero. 
We claim that Fy)c RP’ -{x0, x,}. Now n,(S2) = 0 so Coker(l- h2w) = {[O]‘2’} 
and so any “stray” periodic points of h of least period 2 must be h2-Nielsen 
equivalent (and thus g2-Nielsen equivalent) to x0 or x,. In other words any such 
points are contained within the algebraic orbit ([O]‘2’) and F$2’c RP3 -{x,, xl} as 
required. Hence by the localization and normalization properties of index, and the 
fact that RP’ is a Jiang space, we see i(g, F’,“) = i(L F\“) = L(f2)/2 = -40. Thus 
i(g, Fr’) = -8 completing the proof. 0 
We note that in the proof of Lemma 3.3 when we changed the index of [0]’ and 
[l]’ we also changed the index of [012 and [l]‘. We show next how to alter the 
index of period-two points without altering the index of period-one points. In the 
process we give another example of the phenomena surrounding Example 3.4 
showing it is not an isolated occurrence. 
Consider the following situation: let f:X +X be a map, F’,” an irreducible 
2-periodic point class of f, x, E F\“, and x2 =f(x,) an element of Fy’. Suppose 
further that h : S2+ S2 is a map of degree m, and that x3 E Q(h). Let Y = SF,, u X u 
ST2, be the space obtained from X by identifying x3 in one copy SF,, of S2 with x, 
and x3 in another copy S:,, of S2 with xz in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 
3.3. Let g be the map Y+ Y defined by glX=f:X+X, gISf,,=1:Sf,,+S:2, and 
g 1 s:,, = h : s:,, + Sf,). Note that if y is a 2-periodic point of least period 2 in SF,,, 
then y E F’,2’, the 2-perio die point class of x, in Y. To see this let c be a path in Sf,, 
from y to x1=x3 then cP’g2(c)-0 in SF,, since V, S2 = 0. Similarly any 2-periodic 
point of least period 2 in SF,, is an element of F, , (2’ the 2-periodic point class of x2 
in Y. 
Lemma A.2. In the above situation we have: 
(i) Zf Fy’ # FF’, then i(f’, F12’) = i(g2, F’,“) + m. 
(ii) If Fi2’ = Fy’, then index(f:, F’,“) = index(g’, F\“) + 2m. 
(iii) The fixed point classes of g are exactly the same as the fixed point classes off 
and with the same indices. 
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Proof. It is clear for i Z 2 that Hi( Y) = Hi(X) and H2( Y) = H,(X) x Q* where Hi 
denotes rational homology. However L(f) = L(g) since in this case there are no 
additional “diagonal” terms, and (iii) follows. It is easy to see that L(g*) = L(f*) + 2m 
and so by normalization (ii) follows. It is also easy to see that 
index( g*, F$*‘) + index( g*, F;1”) 
=index(f*, Fy’) +index(ff, Fy’) f2m. 
But Fy’ = f(F’,*‘) and Fy’ = g(F\*‘) and f and g are index preserving by [4, Proposi- 
tion 1.14 and Corollary 1 of that proposition], so i(g*, F’,“) = i(g*, Fy’) and 
index(f2, Fy’) = index(f*, Fy’) and (i) follows. 0 
We close then with the following example where 
Example A.3. Let L(4,3) denote a 3-dimensional lens space with p = 4 and q = 3, 
then there is a covering space Z,+ S3+ L(4,3). Let f: L(4,3) + L(4,3) be the map 
induced by j: S3+ S3 given by f(,ei”, ve’) = ( uei5’, ue’). Then n, = Z4 and f” = 
1: Z,+ Z4, consequently Coker( I -f”“) = Z, and [L,,,] is multiplication by n/m. 
Since L(f”) = 1 - 5” the example satisfies Corollary 4.4 and N@,(f) = 16. Since 
L(4,3) is a Jiang space and L(f*) = -24 then each of the algebraic orbits ([O]*), 
([l]*), ([212) and ([3]*) of Coker( 1 -f2”‘) have index -6. Using Lemma A.2(iii) with 
m = -3 we can reduce the index of [l]‘*’ and [3]‘*’ to zero, by attaching four 
2-spheres to obtain a space W and map k : W -+ W with Cm,4 NP,(k) = 12, 
max,,,N(km) = 4 but N@,(k) = 14. 
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